
Hello Gervais families and staff!  Some of you already know me, but for those who don’t I’m Jill Woodard, 
School Psychologist, for Gervais School District.  Last week my 5th grade son’s school started their 
distance learning and I started back to work from home.  We created his make-shift desk, hooked up his 
laptop computer, organized his school assignments and we were all set up to master this distance 
learning stuff.  Ha!  The joke was on us, as the outcome was less than successful.  We didn’t expect 
perfection but we also didn’t anticipate some of the bumps in the road.  He needed a lot more guidance 
than I anticipated, I struggled devoting enough time to my work, and both of us can admit to feeling 
overwhelmed at times.  My hope is to help you have an easier experience than we did our first week.  I’ve 
used some of Dr. Lynne Kenney’s, pediatric psychologist, ideas and some of my own to make it easier for 
you to have a more successful distance learning experience. Here’s a link to her blog post: 
https://www.lynnekenney.com/keeping-routines-schedules-and-structure-at-home/  
 
1. Manage your expectations.  We didn’t intend to be parents who homeschool, nor parents that may be 
also working from home all at the same time.  So it’s understandable, and NORMAL if you’re feeling 
unprepared or anxious about starting this new venture.  Be patient with yourself as we all make this 
transition, and expect there to be some obstacles along the way.  There’s a good chance you may see 
some challenging behavior from both your child AND yourself. 
 
2. Set up routines, structure, and schedules.  During this time of distance learning establishing 
routines is so important!  Routines establish a predictable environment and expectations, giving us a 
sense of calmness and control.  Routines are also great ways for children to develop independence and 
problem-solving skills. 
 
Start with a family meeting to discuss what all distance learning entails: workspace, supplies, 
communicating with teachers, assignments, etc. Ask each member how they “see” what their day will look 
like.  Together create a “working” schedule with set times for each activity; yours may include school 
work, free time (outdoor time, play time, quiet time, personal development time, etc.), family activities, 
chores, and more.  There are many examples of schedules out there; you can see Dr. Kenney’s link 
above for schedule examples.  Print or write out your schedule and go over it in the morning together.  As 
you try out your schedule you may find that some things just aren’t working, and it may need to be 
changed. That’s okay, once you find what works for your family try and stick to your schedule as best you 
can.  Remember consistency and reliability keep the anxious brain calmer! 
 
3. Communicate your availability ahead of time.  Many parents are now working from home, making 
juggling their workload and their family’s needs challenging.  In your morning meeting talk to your children 
about times of the day you are available (for schoolwork, activities, meal prep, etc.) and the times you are 
unavailable and working.  Work together to come up with a plan for organized age-appropriate activities 
that keep them safe and interested for the times you are not available.  
 
4. Expect challenging behaviors.  Both you and your child(ren) may encounter some unexpected 
feelings and behaviors as we go through this transition.  This is not a sign of weakness, it’s a part of being 
human and we each have our own unique reactions to change.  I find it helpful to remember that behavior 
is a form of communication.  If you find you or your child experiencing emotional outbursts, anger, 
sadness, withdrawal or isolation, it’s helpful to remember our behaviors are all communicating a need.  So 
try to step back and think about what is being communicated and stop what you’re doing and regroup if 
necessary.  
 
Please feel welcome to reach out to your school counselor or me by email or phone with any questions or 
concerns.  
GES: Gerardo (Jerry) Jimenez:gerardo_jimenez@gervais.k12.or.us, 503-792-3803, ext: 1036 

https://www.lynnekenney.com/keeping-routines-schedules-and-structure-at-home/
mailto:gerardo_jimenez@gervais.k12.or.us


GMS: Vilma Chan: vilma_chanvasquez@gervais.k12.or.us, 503-792-3803, ext:2024 
GHS: Sara Broadhurst: sara_broadhurst@gervais.k12.or.us, 503-792-3803, ext:3024 
SBA: Andre Brown: andre_brown@gervais.k12.or.us, 503-792-3803, ext: 4103 
GSD: Jill Woodard: jill_woodard@gervais.k12.or.us, 503-792-3803, ext: 2026 
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